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This paper contains several results concerning convex orderings in root systems.
These results complete the analysis developed in earlier papers by the author. We
obtain, in the finite case, a combinatorial characterization of reflections, longest
elements in standard parabolic subgroups of the Weyl group of the root system,
and of Coxeter elements. In the affine case, a refinement of the main construction
 .done earlier by the author J. Algebra 172, 1995, 613]623 is described; moreover,
infinite periodic compatible sets are classified. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
w xThe study of convex orderings in root systems started in 10 , where we
found necessary and sufficient conditions for an ordering of a set L s
 4b , . . . , b of positive roots in a finite root system D to be induced by a1 m
 .reduced expression s . . . s of an element w of the Weyl group W Di i1 m
  .  .  ..i.e., b s a , b s s a , b s s s a , . . . , b s s , . . . , i a .1 i 2 i i 3 i i i m i my1 i1 1 2 1 2 3 1 m
The study of this kind of problem was suggested by the important role
played by convex orderings in building up root vectors and PBW-bases for
w xquantized enveloping algebras. In 11 we examined the case of affine root
systems, generalizing as possible the results of the previous paper; as we
w x w xconjectured in 11 , our work has been used in 1, 2 as an important tool
for facing the above and related problems in the case of quantized affine
w xKac]Moody algebras. Finally in 12, 13 we studied some connections
between convex orderings and the combinatorics of the symmetric group.
w x Similar orderings have been independently studied by Dyer 4, 5 who
.calls them total reflection orderings in the framework of the combina-
torics of Kazdhan]Lusztig polynomials.
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w xThe present work contains results which are part of my Ph.D. Thesis 13
and many further developments; more precisely, the main original contri-
butions are the following:
 .  .1 In the finite case i.e., D a finite crystallographic root system we
study the symmetries of particular types of convex orderings, obtaining
characterizations of longest elements in standard parabolic subgroups and
of reflections. Moreover we describe Coxeter elements through their
compatible sets.
 . w x2 In the affine case we prove, as announced in 11 , that it is
possible to normalize coroots parameterizing the generating translations
 w x .see 11 or Subsection 3.2 with respect to a natural property; we give
explicitly coordinates for the normalized vectors. Moreover we classify the
infinite compatible sets associated to periodic infinite words and we
develop a study of periodic infinite words.
2. THE FINITE CASE
2.1. Compatible Orderings in Finite Root Systems
Let W be the Weyl group of a finite-dimensional complex semisimple
Lie algebra g and let D be the associated root system. Fix a positive
q  4system D in D and let P s a , . . . , a be a corresponding basis of1 l
simple roots; then we have D s W P and D s Dqj Dy, where
l
q <D s a s c a g D c g Z ; i s 1, . . . , l i i i q 5
is1
l
y <D s a s c a g D c g Z ; i s 1, . . . , l . i i i y 5
is1
Let s denote the fundamental reflection associated to a . We say that ai i
totally ordered subset L : Dq is associated to w g W if there exists a
reduced expression s . . . s of w such thati i1 m
L s a - s a - ??? - s . . . s a . .  . 4i i i i i i1 1 2 1 my1 m
 .The ordering on L which depends on the reduced expression will be
called compatible. The following problems arise quite naturally in this
situation:
 .1 Characterize compatible orderings from a combinatorial point of
view.
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 .2 Get necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of positive roots
to be given a compatible ordering.
 .3 Find the relation between different compatible orderings on the
same set of positive roots.
w xThe first question was settled in 10 , where we proved the following result.
THEOREM. A totally ordered subset L : Dq is associated to some w g W
if and only if L ¨erifies the following conditions:
 .I If l, m g L, l - m, l q m g D, then l q m g L and
l - l q m - m.
 . qII If l q m g L, l, m g D , then l or m belongs to L and one of
them precedes l q m.
DEFINITION. We say that L is compatible if it satisfies the following
conditions:
 .1 If l, m g L, l q m g D, then l q m g L.
 . q2 If l q m g L, l, m g D , then l or m belongs to L.
This terminology is justified by the following theorem.
w xTHEOREM 10 . A subset L is compatible if and only if it is of the form
 q< y1 . y4y1R s a g D w a g D , for some w g W; moreo¨er such a w isw
unique.
This result solves the second problem; for the last one we have to
consider braid relations in W. More precisely, there exist combinatorial
moves, in 1-1 correspondence with braid relations on w g W, which allow
to pass from any compatible ordering of R y1 to another; this fact isw
essentially a reformulation of a well-known theorem of Iwahori and
Matsumoto.
Remark. The previous results can be easily generalized to the canonical
 .  w x.root system D of a Coxeter system W, S c.f. 6 replacing the arith-c
metic notion of convexity with the ``geometric'' one; for instance the
previous definition should be reformulated as follows: a finite subset
 .L : D is called geometrically compatible if it satisfiesc
 .1 If l, m g L, al q bm g D , a, b g R , then al q bm g L.c q
 . q  .2 If al q bm g L, a, b g R , l, m g D , then l or m or bothq c
belongs to L.
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2.2. Longest Elements in Standard Parabolic Subgroups
In this section we develop a subtler study of the combinatorics of
compatible orderings when D is a finite crystallographic root system. We
consider a particular kind of compatible orderings and study its ``symme-
tries''; from this analysis we will obtain a nice characterization of longest
elements of standard parabolic subgroups of the Weyl group W of D. It is
well known that the set of W-conjugates of these elements is precisely the
set of involutions in W. We start with the following definition.
DEFINITION. We say that an ordered subset L : Dq endowed with a
compatible ordering - is standard parabolic with respect to - if the
inverse ordering - 9]defined by a - 9b m b - a]is again a compatible
ordering.
 .Remark. It is easy to see that if L, - is standard parabolic with
respect to - , then any other compatible ordering on L has the property
described in the previous definition, so the notion of standard parabolic
compatible set is well-defined.
Suppose l g L, l s l nla . Setis1 i i
< lI ' I s a g P n ) 0 for some l g L . 4L i i
THEOREM. For a compatible set L s R y1 the following conditions arew
equi¨ alent:
 .1 L is standard parabolic.
 . q2 If l q m g L, l, m g D then both l and m belong to L.
 . q3 L s D [ positi¨ e root system generated by I.I
 .4 w is the longest element of the standard parabolic subgroup WI
of W.
 .  . q5 w P ; D jy P.
 .  . y1Proof. 1 « 2 . Suppose that L s R and that - is induced by thew
 .reduced expression s . . . s of w. If b s s . . . s a , 1 F h F k, theni i h i i i1 k 1 hy1 h
 4  4  4b - ??? - b and b - 9 ??? - 9b s b - ??? - b are two com-1 k 1 k k 1
patible orderings of L.
Suppose b s l q m, l, m g Dq: since - is compatible, we can as-h
 .sume l g L, l - b ; then m g L and clearly m ) b : otherwise, beingh h
b - 9l, - 9 is not compatible, a contradiction.h
 .  .2 « 3 . It suffices to prove that I s L l P and actually the only
non-trivial fact to verify is the inclusion I : L l P; we prove by induction
on the height of a that if na ) 0, a g L, then a g L. If ht a s 1, theni i
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a s a and there is nothing to prove. If instead ht a ) 1, we havei
a s l q m with l, m both in L by hypothesis; it must be nl ) 0 ori
n m ) 0, and since ht l - ht a , ht m - ht a we can conclude by induction.i
 .  .  43 « 1 . Set J s i: a g I and let J s J j ??? j J be the partitioni 1 k
into connected components of the subgraph of the Coxeter graph of the
Cartan matrix A associated to I. We have, correspondingly, with obvious
 .  < .notations, I s I j ??? j I disjoint union and I I s 0 for r / s;1 k r s
therefore Dq s Dq j ??? j Dq where Dq is an irreducible root subsys-I I I I1 k j
 .tem of D. So we are reduced to the irreducible case i.e., k s 1 which
follows immediately, for instance, from the first theorem of the previous
section.
 .  .  . y13 m 4 . Using the same notation as above, if 3 holds and L s R ,w
then w s w I1 . . . w Ik s w I. The other implication is analogous.0 0 0
 .  . w x4 m 5 . See 3, Chap. 6, Exercise Sect. 1.17 .
2.3. Reflections
We now study reflections and their compatible sets.
q  4PROPOSITION. Suppose w g D ; if a g R _ w , then a is a componentsw
of w or w is a component of a .
 .  : yProof. Since a g R , s a s a y a , w w g D , so, necessarily,Ïs ww
 :  < .a , w ) 0 and therefore a w ) 0. Now a well-known property of rootÏ
 w x. qsystems see 6 implies that a y w g D; if a y w g D , we have
a s w q b for some b g Dq so that w is a component of a . Otherwise
qa y w s yc , c g D , that is, w s a q c , and a is a component of w.
PROPOSITION.
q< q  :R s j g D 'h g D : j q h s j , w w 4Ïsw
q< q 5 5 5 5 4s j g D 'h g D : j s h , j q h s kw , k g N .
Proof. Regarding the first equality, it suffices to remark that
q< yR s j g D s j g D . . 4s ww
We now prove the second equality. Suppose j g R ; by the previoussw
q  :proposition, there exists h g D such that j q h s j , w w, and j , hÏ
have the same length since they are W-conjugate; this proves inclusion : .
Vice versa, let j g Dq and suppose that there exists h g Dq such that
5 5 5 5  < .  < .j s h , j q h s kw, for some k g N. Then j j s kw y j kw y j
 :implies at once k s j , w as desired.Ï
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COROLLARY. A compatible set L in a simply laced root system is associ-
 4ated to a reflection if and only if there exists w g L such that L _ w is the set
of components of w. In this hypothesis, we actually ha¨e L s R .sw
Proof. Since D is simply laced, all the roots have the same length so
Ï :  4a , b g 0, " 1 ;a / b and all follows.
2.4. Coxeter Elements
DEFINITION. An element w g W is called a Coxeter element if there
 4exists a permutation s of the set 1, . . . , n such that w s s . . . s .s 1. s n.
We want to characterize Coxeter elements through properties of the set
R y1 ; we will actually deduce the desired characterization from the follow-w
ing more general result.
THEOREM. w g W can be expressed as a product of distinct simple
reflections s . . . s if and only if R y1 is a basis of [k Ca . In particularijs1i i w j1 k
w g W is a Coxeter element if and only if R y1 is a basis of [n Ca .w jjs1
Proof. Suppose that w s s . . . s is a product of k distinct simplei i1 k
 . < <y1reflections: then by definition l w s R s k. Therefore it suffices tow
prove that R y1 is a set of linearly independent elements of [k Ca .w ijs1 j
We proceed by induction on k. The case k s 1 is trivial. Suppose then
k ) 1 and write w s us , u [ s . . . s ; then, clearly,i i ik 1 ky1
R y1 s R y1 j u a . . 4w u ik
By induction, R y1 is a set of linearly independent vectors of [ky1Ca ;u ijs1 j
now remark that
ky1
b [ u a s s . . . s a s a q h , h g Za . .  . i i i i i ik 1 ky1 k k j
js1
 .Therefore the index i certainly belongs to supp b , so that b is not ink
the linear span of R y1 ; in turn, this implies at once that R y1 consists ofu w
linearly independent elements.
Assume now that w is an element of the Weyl group such that R y1 is aw
basis of [k Ca . If w could not be written as a product of k distinctijs1 j
simple reflections, then, given any reduced expression of w, there would
exist in this reduced expression at least a repeated simple reflection; since
 .l w s k, there would be a simple reflection among s , . . . , s , say s ,i i i1 k h
which does not appear in the fixed reduced expression. Consequently a i h
does not belong to the support of any of the roots in R y1 ; therefore R y1w w
kis not a set of generators for [ Ca and this is a contradiction.ijs1 j
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3. THE AFFINE CASE
3.1. Compatible Orderings in Affine Root Systems
w xIn this section we recall the results obtained in 11 and develop the
combinatorics of infinite compatible sets. Regarding affine root systems we
w xwill adopt the notation of 8 }to which we defer the reader for definitions
and proofs.
 r . Ï .Let A be a generalized Cartan matrix of type X ; let h , P, P be al
 4  .realization of A, a , . . . , a the labels of the Dynkin diagram, and g A0 l
Ï 4  4the associated Kac]Moody Lie algebra]P s a , . . . , a , P s a , . . . , aÏ Ï0 l 0 l
being respectively the sets of simple roots and coroots and h being the
Cartan subalgebra. Let finally W denote the affine Weyl group associated
to the previous data. The following facts are well known:
 .1 The root system D splits as a disjoint union of roots W-conjugate
 .to simple ones the real roots and of non-zero integer multiples of the
l  .vector d s  a a the imaginary roots . Moreover the imaginary rootis0 i i
of minimal height d generates the kernel of the standard bilinear form
 0.restricted to h * [ Cd .
 .  .2 The structure of g A is completely determined by that of the
underlying finite-dimensional Lie algebra g 0 whose Cartan matrix is
obtained from A deleting the zeroth row and column. It is known that
0 0 0 0  0.h [ h l g is a Cartan subalgebra in g , D s D l h * is the corre-
0  4sponding finite root system, P s a , . . . , a is a set of simple roots for1 l
 0.q 0 l 0D and Q s  Za is the root lattice in g .is1 i
 . 0 0 03 W ( W h T , where W is the finite Weyl group of g , and T is
the abelian normal subgroup of W whose elements are the ``translations''
1 .  .  < .  < .  ..t , a g M; here t l [ l q l c a y l a q a a l c d andaa 2
0Ï 0Ï 0 . M s n ZW u ZW u is the lattice generated by the W -orbit of the
Ïhighest coroot u , n : h ª h* is the isomorphism induced by the non-degen-
.  .  < .erate standard bilinear form . Note, in particular, that t l s l y l a da
 0.for l g h *.
 .4 The set D of real roots can be completely described in terms ofr e
D0 as follows. Let D be an affine root system of type X  r . and let D0 , D0l s l
denote respectively the sets of short and long roots in D0.
Then
 0 4D s a q nd : a g D , n g Z if r s 1.r e
D s a q nd : a g D0 , n g Z j a q nrd : a g D0 , n g Z 4  4r e s l
if r s 2, 3 but A is not of type A2. .2 l
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D s a q nd : a g D0 , n g Z j a q 2nd : a g D0 , n g Z 4  4r e s l
j 1r2 a q 2n y 1 d : a g D0 , n g Z if A is of type A2. . . 4 . l 2 l
q  4  0.qMoreover D s a g D : n ) 0 j D .r e r e
 0.qLet A : D be a compatible set; define
X  4  c 4L [ x q nd : x g A , n g Z j yy q md : y g A , m g NA q
L [ LX l D .A A
 . q w xIt is clear from 4 that L ; D ; in 11 we proved the following fact.A r e
PROPOSITION. L is a compatible set; moreo¨er a compatible set L ; DqA
  0.q.is of the form L for some compatible A : D if and only if L isA
maximal with respect to inclusion in Dq .r e
 0.q  0.If A : D , we define the following subsets of h *:
0 < < < cC s x g h * x a - 0 ;a g A , x b ) 0 ;b g A 4 .  .  .A
G [ C l MA A
0 < <P [ y g h * y b s 0 . 4 .  .b
The following proposition, some statements of which have already been
w xproved in 11 , holds.
 . 0  0.qPROPOSITION. 1 C is a W ]Weyl chamber if and only if A : D isA
compatible; hence any Weyl chamber is of the form C for a uniqueA
 0.qA : D compatible.
 .  0.q  42 For b g D , P is a wall of C if and only if A _ b orb A
 4A j b is compatible.
w x  0.qCOROLLARY 11 . For any A : D compatible, G / B.A
Proof of the Proposition. Suppose A is compatible, so there exists an
unique w g W 0 such that A s R y1 . We have to prove that C is aw A
W 0-translate of the fundamental chamber
0 < 0 qC s x g h *: x a ) 0 ;a g D . .  .  . 4f
We claim that wC s C . In fact, using invariance of the bilinear formf A
 < ., we have, for x g C ,f
< < y1w x a s x w a - 0 ;a g A .  . .  .
< < y1 cw x a s x w a ) 0 ;a g A . .  . .  .
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So wC : C ; on the other side wC is a Weyl chamber, i.e., a connectedf A f
 0.  .0 qcomponent of h * _ j P ; but C is connected, therefore wCa g D . a A f
s C . This argument is clearly reversible, so we get the first assertion.A
 . y1To prove 2 , suppose A s R ; note that P is a wall of C if andw b A
y1 . 0  4only if w P s P for a g P . If A _ b is compatible, then thereb a
exists a compatible ordering of A which ends with b , so w s w9s andi
 .  < .w9 a s b ; therefore, if x b s 0, theni
y1 < y1 < < <w x a s s w9 x a s y x w9 a s y x b s 0. .  .  .  . . .  .i i i i
y1 .  4Hence w P : P and equality actually follows. If instead A j b isb a i
 .compatible, then there exists j such that w a s b and we can finish thej
proof with a calculation similar to the previous one.
Assume vice versa that P is a wall of the chamber C ; since Wb A
 .permutes the chambers, P is a wall of the chamber s C , and it is easyb b A
 c.  .   .to see that if b g A resp. b g A , then s C s C resp. s Cb A A_ b 4 b A
.  .  4   4.s C ; therefore, by part 1 , A _ b resp. A j b is compatible.Aj  b 4
Set
< nP s w g W l w s nl w ;n g N . 4 .  .
` Given w g P , we can consider the ``infinite periodic string'' w belonging
.to some formal completion of W and we can generate in the usual way an
infinite set L of positive real roots; we will say that L is associated to w`.
w x qTHEOREM 11 . Let L be a maximal compatible subset in D , so thatr e
 0.qL s L , A : D compatible; then L is associated to elements of the formA
t`, where l g G . In particular, if s . . . s is a reduced expression of t , thenl A i i l1 t
any real root is of the form
q
s . . . s s . . . s a .  .i i i i i1 t 1 py1 p
q g Z , 1 F p F t; or of the formq
q
s . . . s s . . . s a .  .i i i i it 1 t pq1 p
q g Z , 1 F p F t.q
In the next section we will furnish a suitable canonical normalization for
the vector l.
 0.qNow we start studying infinite periodic compatible sets. Let A, C : D
be compatible sets and suppose A l C s B. Set
< < 4L [ x q nd x g A , n g Z j yy q md y g C , m g N l D . 4 .A , C q
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Note that L s L c; define thenA A, A
< < <I [ l g M l a - 0 m a g A , l h ) 0 m h g C 4 .  .A , C
q0< < <I [ x g M x a - 0 ;a g A , x b s 0 ; b g D _ A . .  . . 4A
 .DEFINITION. We say that a pair A, C as above is an admissible pair if
I / B. Analogously, A is called admissible if I / B.A, C A
 .It could be proved directly from definitions that L , A, C admissi-A, C
ble, is a compatible set; this however will follow immediately from the next
theorem. To prove it, we need the following easy lemma; a more general
w xstatement of this result can be found in 11 .
LEMMA. Gi¨ en w g P , let L : Dq be associated to w`; then L isr e
compatible.
THEOREM. Gi¨ en t g T , the compatible set associated to t` is of the form
 .  .L , A, C admissible. Vice ¨ersa, if A, C is an admissible pair, thenA, C
there exists t g T such that the compatible set associated to t` is exactly L .A, C
  0.q< < . 4Proof. Consider t g T , l g M, and set A s a g D l a - 0 ,l
  0.q< < . 4C s h g D l h ) 0 . Then A and C are clearly disjoint and they are
actually compatible, as it is easily seen by direct verification; by definition
  0.q< < . 4  0.q  .l g I . Consider B s b g D l b s 0 s D _ A j C ; then,A, C
 . qsince t "b q md s "b q md g D for b g B, no root of the formyl
"b q md , b g B belongs to the compatible set R associated to t`; usingl
 .the explicit formula for the action of t given in Subsection 3.1 3 we canl
directly verify that a q nd , a g A, n g Z , and yh q md , h g C, n g Nq
belong to R. Hence L : R; on the other hand equality follows since, byA, C
the previous lemma, R is convex: if there existed t g R _ L , then weA, C
could find h g L such that t q h is an imaginary root which belongs toA, C
R by convexity, and this is a contradiction.
 .Vice versa, consider L , A, C admissible, and pick l g I ; thenA, C A, C
it is easy to see, again by direct computation, that L is associated toA, C
`t .l
The previous theorem actually solves the problem to determine all
infinite compatible sets associated to periodic infinite words in W by virtue
of the following remarks.
 .PROPOSITION. 1 T : P.
 . m  42 ;w g P 'm: w g T _ 0 .
 .Proof. Part 1 follows from Proposition A in Subsection 3.2. For the
second assertion suppose w s t u, t g T , u g W 0 and let m be the orderl l
of u. Since W s W 0 h T , the following formula holds:
w k s t ky 1 i uk . w l.is0
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m my1 .In particular w s t , where m s  l / 0 since by assumption wm is0
cannot have finite order.
Notice that this last statement holds more generally for elements in W
of infinite order.
COROLLARY. If w g P then the compatible set associated to w` is of the
 .form L , A, C admissible.A, C
 .Proof. We need only the two following obvious remarks:
 . n1 If w g P , then w g P ;n g N.
 . `  n.`2 The compatible sets associated to w , w g P and to w
coincide.
 .Now the claim follows at once from part 2 of the previous proposition
and from the previous theorem.
The previous analysis leads naturally to the following questions:
 .1 Give an explicit description of the set P.
 .2 Determine conditions for a pair of disjoint compatible sets in
 0.qD to be admissible.
Regarding the first problem it easy to show that T n P n J [ w g
< m 4W w / 1 ;m g N . To see the properness of the first inclusion, consider
the affine root system of type A1., n ) 1; let u s n a g A be then is1 i n
 ny1 .  1 .highest root: then t s s s and s s  s s  s . Set nowu 0 u u is1 i n isny1 i
w [ t s . . . s ; we have w s s s s . . . s s s . . . s so that w g Pu 1 ny1 0 u 1 ny1 0 n
but, clearly, w f T. For the second inclusion it suffices to consider an
element in W of the form tr in which r g W 0 and t g T commute.
We leave the first question open, developing in the following an ap-
proach to the other problem.
PROPOSITION. A is admissible if and only if Ac is standard parabolic.
Proof. We first show that the condition is necessary. Consider l g IA
 0.qand set B [ D _ A. Note that B, being the complement of a compati-
ble set, is itself compatible; to show that B is standard parabolic, we will
actually verify the second of the five equivalent conditions stated in
Theorem 2.2.
 < .  < .  .Suppose b s j q h g B, j g B; then 0 s l b s l j q h s l N h ,
that is, h g B as we wanted.
To prove that the condition is sufficient we reduce easily, using Theo-
 . lrem 2.2 part 3 , to look for the solutions x s  n a in M of theis1 i i
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following system of linear equations and inequalities
< 0x a - 0 ;a g A l P .
0 <x b s 0 ;b g B l P . .
We actually prove that it is always possible to find positive integers ka
such that the following linear system
< 0x a s yk ;a g A l P . a
0 <x b s 0 ;b g B l P .
admits a solution in M. In fact the matrix of the system is the symmetrized
 . 0finite type Cartan matrix A , which is non-singular, so we can find as ym
solution x s l n a with n g Z taking k s det A ; looking at theis1 i i i q a s ym
 .structure of the lattice M see next paragraph we deduce that we have
solved the problem in the twisted case. In the non-twisted case, the lattice
M is generated by the simple coroots, and it is easy to show that choosing
for k an appropriate integral multiple of det A0 , we obtain a solutiona s ym
in M.
w x  .Recall from 3 that a set of not necessarily positive roots X ; D is
called closed if a , b g X, a q b g D « a q b g X.
 .  0.qTHEOREM. Let A, C be a pair of disjoint compatible sets in D ; set
 0.q  .  .B [ D _ A j C . A, C is an admissible pair if and only if B j y B is
closed.
Proof. Suppose A s R y 1 , C s R y 1 , and remark thatu ¨
y1 . y1 . y1 .  0.q¨ A j y ¨ C j ¨ B is a partition of D in three sets of
y1 . y1 .positive roots. Moreover Y [ ¨ A j y ¨ C is compatible, since it
is easily seen being associated to ¨y1 u. Assume that B j y B is closed;
y1 .we claim then that ¨ B is standard parabolic; being the complement of
y1 .a compatible set, we have only to verify, for instance, that if b g ¨ B ,
 0.q y1 .b s j q h, j , h g D then both j and h belong to ¨ B ; this follows
at once from the hypothesis on B. By the previous proposition I / B. SoY
 . 0  .we may pick l g I and consider ¨ l ; since W stabilizes M, ¨ l g M,Y
0  < .and using W -invariance of the bilinear form we can easily show that
 .  .¨ l g I , so that A, C is an admissible pair. The whole argument isA, C
clearly reversible, so the theorem is proved.
PROPOSITION. Gi¨ en A admissible and w g W 0, then the pair
  .  0.q   .  0.y..w A l D , y w A l D is admissible; moreo¨er, any admissible
pair is of this type.
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Proof. Assume A admissible, so that Ac is standard parabolic;
 .  0.q   .  0.y.w A l D , y w A l D are clearly disjoint sets of positive roots.
 .  0.qWe first show that they are compatible: w A l D is obviously convex;
 .  0.q y1 .suppose a g A and w a s j q h, j , h g D , then a s w j q
y1 . y1 . y1 .w h and if both w j and w h are positive roots we are done by
y1 .  0.ythe compatibility of A. If instead w h s ys g D , then a q s s
y1 . c y1 .  .w j and the hypothesis on A forces w j g A, that is, j g w A .
  .  0.y.Compatibility of y w A l D is proven exactly in the same way.
 .Consider now l g I : we deduce as above that w l gA
I 0 q 0 y .w A.l D . , yw A.l D . ..
 . y1Suppose now that A, C is an admissible pair; if C s R then¨
y1 . y1 .Y [ ¨ A j y ¨ C is a compatible set and, clearly
0 q 0 y¨ Y l D , y ¨ Y l D s A , C . .  .  . .  . . .
3.2. Normalization of the Generating Translation
In this section we shall show that there exists a natural normalization for
elements l g G parameterizing the generating translations i.e., elementsA
.of the form t , l g G .l A
More precisely, we shall prove the following result.
 0.qTHEOREM. Let A : D be a compatible set. There exists an unique
l g G such thatA
<l t s min l t m g G . .  4 .l m A
 0.qFor technical convenience we reduce to the case A s D ; in this
hypothesis we exhibit explicitly coordinates for l with respect to the basis
.P .
We shall actually give sufficient conditions for a given m g G to solveA
the problem: this will allow us to get the theorem for some types of root
systems. The other cases will need a specific analysis.
w xFirst of all, recall from 8, 6.5.8 the following description of the lattice
M. Let A be a generalized Cartan matrix of type X  r .; thenl
M s Q0 if A is symmetric or r ) a0
0M s ZD if r s 1 and A is not symmetricl
1 0 2.M s D if A is of type A .l 2 l2
The main tool to deal with the length of translations is the following
wproposition, which in the non-twisted case can be deduced from 7,
x w xProposition 1.23 or from 9 .
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PROPOSITION A. Suppose l g M. Then:
 . 1. 2.1 If A is of type X or A , thenl 2 l
<l t s a l . .  .l
0 q .ag D
 .  r .2 If A is of type X , r ) 1, thenl
Ï <l t s b l . .  .l
0 q .bg D
 U .Here, to simplify notation, we regard coroots as elements of h .0
Proof. We have to calculate Card R ; since an imaginary root md istyl
 q <  . y4fixed by W, it suffices to calculate Card a g D t a g D , and thisr e yl
can be done directly because we know explicitly both the action of t andyl
the structure of real roots.
 .  0.qConsider for instance case 1 ; suppose b g D , n g Z , m g N: weq
easily see that
y <t b q nd g D m n q b l - 0 .  .yl
y <t yb q md g D m m y b l F 0. .  .yl
 < .  < 4If b l ) 0, then b q nd n G 0 l R s B whereastyl
< < 4Card yb q md m G 1 l R s b l . . .tyl
 < .If instead b l - 0, we have symmetrically
< < < 4Card b q nd n G 0 l R s y b l s b l .  . .tyl
< 4yb q md m G 1 l R s B.tyl
In any case we get the assertion. This type of analysis goes through for A2.2 l
 .too; in case 2 we obtain in the same way the formula
<a l .
<l t s a l q .  . l r0 q 0 q .  .ag D ag Ds l
 w x .here x is the integer part of x . On the other hand, in the twisted case,
Ï 0 Ï 0we have b s b for a g D and rb s b when b g D , so that the formulas l
 .stated in 2 holds.
 0.qPROPOSITION. Let A : D be a compatible set and let l g G be suchA
 .  0.qthat l t s r. Then, for any B : D compatible there exists m g G suchl B
 .that l t s r.m
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Proof. Since W 0 acts simply transitively on Weyl chambers, which by a
 0.qprevious proposition are of the form C where A : D is a compatibleA
 . 0 0set, there exists unique w g W such that wC s C . Since W stabi-A B
 .lizes M, w l g G ; moreoverB
y1< <l t s a w l s w a l .  . . .  . wl.
0 q 0 q .  .ag D ag D
<s b l s l t . . . l
0 q .bg D
We have used the relation
0 q 0 qy1 < <w a l : a g D s b l : b g D . .  .  . . 4 4 .
In the following we assume A s B and we set G ' G . Clearly, if weB
find a canonical element l g G, yl will be another such element relative
 0.qto the compatible set D .
Let v , . . . , v denote the fundamental weights and suppose x g Q0,1 l
l l  .  .x s  n a s  m v . If n s n , . . . , n , m s m , . . . , m , it isis1 i i is1 i i 1 l 1 l
0 t t  0.y1known that A n s m . Furthermore recall that A is a matrix with
entries in Q . These remarks and the definitions imply at once theq
following lemma.
LEMMA. Suppose l g Q0, l s l n a s l m v . Thenis1 i i is1 i i
<l a s m r« , .i i i
 .where diag « , . . . , « , « ) 0, is a fixed symmetrization matrix for the bilinear1 l i
 < .form . In particular:
 . 01 l g Q l C « m ) 0 ; i s 1, . . . , l.f i
 .2 n ) 0 ; i s 1, . . . , l.i
The Non-twisted Case. From Proposition A, Subsection 3.2, we deduce:
COROLLARY. Suppose l g G. Then
<l t s 2 r l . .  .l
 .In the following we will consider a standard form on g s g A ; there-
fore we have a canonical symmetrization of the form given by the matrix
 y1 . ldiag a a , whose entries are positive integers, as it is easily seen byÏi i is0
 .inspection. Recall that the a 's resp. the a 's are the labels of the DynkinÏi i
 t.diagram of A resp. A .
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PROPOSITION B. If « s a ay1 and l s l « v g G, then l is theÏi i i is1 i i
 .   . < 4unique element such that l t is minimal in l t m g G .l m
 < .Proof. From the previous lemma it follows at once that l a g Zi
; i s 1, . . . , l. If m g M, then m is a Z -linear combination of simpleq
 < .coroots, so, in our case, m a g Z ; i s 1, . . . , l; if in particular m g G,i
 < .then m a G 1 ; i s 1, . . . , m; moreover, since the restriction of thei
0  < .standard form to h is non-degenerate, m a s 1 ; i m l s m.i
 0.q  4 lSuppose D s b , . . . , b , b s  n a ; using the corollary, we1 N i js1 i j j
get for any m g G
N N l
< <l t s b m s n a m . .  .  m i i j j
is1 is1 js1
N l N l
<G n s n a l s l t . . .   i j i j j l
is1 js1 is1 js1
The sufficient condition furnished by the previous proposition is verified
in the following cases, in which we give the coordinates of the canonical
vector l; the fact that l actually belongs to G is proven via a case-by-case
inspection.
A .2 l
l k 2 l y k q 1 .
l s a q a . . k ykq2 lq12ks1
D , l ' 0, 1 mod 4.l
ly2 k k q 1 l l y 1 .  .
l s kl y a q a q a . . k ly1 l /2 4ks1
E .6
l s 8, 11, 15, 21, 15, 8 . .
E .8
l s 46, 68, 91, 135, 110, 84, 57, 29 . .
F .4
l s 8, 15, 42, 22 . .
G .2
l s 5, 9 . .
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In the following we will need, from a formal point of view, to work inside
the extended Weyl group W [ W i V; here V is the group of automor-
phisms of the Dynkin diagram of A; if we introduce a ``length function'' on
W using the formulas of proposition A as definitions, we have that
<V s w g W l w s 0 . 4 .
Moreover W is contained in W as normal Coxeter subgroup of finite
0 Ï0 Ï0index. W can be also described as the semi-direct product W h P , P
being the coweight lattice of g 0.
 . lTo deal with the remaining cases, set l s l t , l s  « v andi v is1 i ii
suppose l f M.
PROPOSITION. If there exists an index i such that l - l ; i / j andj j
l9 [ l q v g G, then l9 is the unique element which minimizes the lengthi
of a generating translation.
Proof. A minimizing element l is necessarily of the form l s l q
l k v , k g Z ; i s 1, . . . , m, as it easily follows from the relationsis1 i i i q
 < .l a g N. To finish the proof it suffices to remark thati
l
l t s l t q k l . . . l l h h
hs1
Now all follows from the hypothesis.
 < .E . The Cartan matrix is symmetric, therefore r a s 1 ; i; on the7 i
other hand r has not integer coordinates with respect to P, but r q v g7
 4G and l - l ; i g 1, . . . , 6 , hence7 i
l9 s 18, 26, 35, 51, 40, 28, 15 . .
 .D , l ' 2, 3 mod 4. l l q 1 r2 is odd, sol
ly2 k k q 1 l l y 1 .  .
r s kl y a q a q a f M . . k ly1 l /2 4ks1
On the other hand l9 [ r q v g G and l - l ; i / 1, therefore1 1 i
ly2 22 q k 2 l y 1 y k l q 1 l y 2 .  .  .
l9 s a q a q a . k ly1 l2 4ks1
works.
B . We havel
l k 2 l y k q 1 .
l s a . k2ks1
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This element satisfies our requirements whenever it belongs to M; this
 .happens if l l q 1 r2 is even; otherwise we have to consider
l k 2 l y k q 1 .
l9 [ l q v s q 1 a g M .1 k /2ks1
Since l - l , 1 - i F l, we can finish the proof using the previous proposi-1 i
tion.
C . We havel
ly1 2l
l s 2 r y v s 2 l y k ka q a . .l k l2ks1
l f M, and by inspection we see that l q v f M ; i - l, whereasi
ly1 l l q 1 .
l9 s l q v s 2 r s 2 l y k q 1 ka q a g G. .l k l2ks1
A . Suppose m s 2 lq1n a s 2 lq1m v g G; recall that in2 l H1 is1 i i is1 i i
 . 2 lq1this case l t s  n and note that if m is a minimizing element,m is1 i
we may assume that n s nX for i s 1, . . . , l: otherwise definei 2 lq2yi
2 lq1 X 0 X X  4m9 [  n a g Q setting n s n s min n , n for i sis1 i i i 2 lq2yi i 2 lq2yi
X  .  .1, . . . , l and n s n . Then it is clear that m9 g G and that l t - l t .lq1 lq1 m9 m
Now, if A0 nt s mt, then necessarily m ) 1 holds, since 0 - m slq1 lq1
2n y 2n is even; we have used the explicit form of the Cartan matrixlq1 l
and the fact that n s n . Hence the following element in G solves thel lq2
problem
l9 [ r q v s v q ??? qv q 2v q ??? qvlq1 1 l lq1 2 lq1
l k 2 l y k q 3 l q 1 l q 2 .  .  .
s a q a q a . . k 2 lq2yk lq12 2ks1
The Twisted Case. From Proposition A, taking into account the struc-
ture of G in the twisted case, we deduce the following statement: if
 .r g M, then r is the unique element in G which minimizes l t for m g G.m
This remark applies directly to the algebras of type E2. and D3., for6 4
which g 0 is of type F , G , respectively; with respect to a basis of simple4 2
w xroots ordered as in 8 we have
F .4
r s 11, 21, 15, 8 . .
G .2
r s 5, 3 . .
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Let us consider now the remaining cases, observing preliminary that,
lagain by Proposition A, if l s l q  k v , thenjs1 j j
ll t s l t q  k l t . . .  .l l js1 j v j
D(2) . In this case g 0 is of type B . Consider the analysis made for Bl H1 l l
in the non-twisted case: all follows, since
l k 2 l y k q 1 .
l s a k2ks1
is an element of the root lattice of B for any l.l
A(2) . Dually to the previous case, g 0 is of type C ; the special weight2 l I1 l
 .r belongs to the root lattice whenever l l q 1 r2 is even. In this case
l k 2 l y k q 1 l l q 1 .  .
r s a q a k l2 4ks1
 .is the desired element. If instead l l q 1 r2 is odd, proceeding as in
Proposition B we get as the minimizing element
ly1 k 2 l y k q 1 l l q 3 .  .
r q v s q 1 a q a .l k l /2 4ks1
A(2). This case is easily understood with a direct analysis: the possible2
``infinite reduced words'' are s s s s . . . and s s s s . . . . Therefore0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
t s s s , where l s a is the only simple root of the algebra g 0 isomor-l 1 0 1
 .phic to sl 2 which is involved in the realization of g.
A(2), l ) 1. Recall that in case C 1. we proved that 2 r is a minimizing2 l l
10 q 0 .vector in Z D l C ; since M s D , we can then deduce thatl f l2
ly1 2 l y k q 1 k l l q 1 .  .
r s a q a k l2 4ks1
1 0 q .is a minimizing element in Z D l C .l f2
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